From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Invincible Mine Objection
Monday, 4 December 2017 1:13:05 PM

Dear Mr Forward
The Gardens of Stone area, near Lithgow, is an incredible landscape that has been in the making for 250 million
years. Home to fragile pagoda rock formations, ancient Aboriginal culture and rare and threatened plants and
animals, this area has been recognised for its international geological significance and fragile eco-systems.  
I object to the proposed extension of the Invincible Coal mine, now owned by the Manildra Group (Castlereagh
Coal). The extension is located within the former Coalpac expansion projects which were rejected by two
independent Planning Assessment Commissions (PACs) in 2013 and 2014. I strongly object to open-cut
mining being approved in this sensitive part of the Gardens of Stone when the 2014 Commission concluded
that “the highest and best use of the area is for conservation purposes”. The Commission should uphold its
previous decisions.
I object to the Invincible Extension Project (IEP) for the reasons set out below, in summary:
- The IEP ignores the importance of the pagoda land system and only refers to the pagodas. This serious
omission demonstrates no understanding of the conservation values of the western part of Ben Bullen State
Forest, as recognised by two PACs, Department of Planning and the Office of Environment.
- Both PACs recognised the area was part of the unique pagoda land system comprising the pagodas and cliffs,
steeps slopes and woodlands. The IEP is part of the woodlands adjoining the pagodas - an integral part of the
pagoda land system that supports the plants and animals
- The IEP would allow destructive open cut mining in part of the Gardens of Stone region. Twice the
independent Planning Assessment Commission (PAC) has comprehensively rejected open cut mining for parts
of this region, including the IEP land, finding that the area should have “the highest level of protection”.
- Once open cut mined, the land and its plants and animals are gone. The land cannot restore to its former values
and it cannot be rehabilitated
- Approval of the IEP will lead to applications for more open-cut mining in the pagoda land system.
Shoalhaven Coal, another company associated with the Manildra group, was granted two new exploration
licences around the mine in 2016 (Exploration Licences 8168 and 8169) covering 1368 hectares.
- The IEP would have a big permanent impact for a small amount of nut coal, the primary objective for the
modification.
- The IEP would add ugly open cut mining right beside the Castlereagh highway which is the main road to
Gardens of Stone area and the tourism destination of Mudgee area. This will make a particularly uninviting
impression on tourists to the area.
- DPE's recommendation to approve the IEP will endanger eight threatened species including allowing mining
of the habitat for the Squirrel glider and the broad-headed snake.

We call on the Planning and Assessment Commission to recognise the high conservation values of the Gardens
of Stone area and reject the Invincible Extension Project.
Yours Sincerely
Dr Marshall Wilkinson
Marshall Wilkinson
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
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Monday, 4 December 2017 10:29:01 AM

Dear Mr Forward
The Gardens of Stone area, near Lithgow, is an incredible landscape that has been in the making for 250 million
years. Home to fragile pagoda rock formations, ancient Aboriginal culture and rare and threatened plants and
animals, this area has been recognised for its international geological significance and fragile eco-systems.  
I object to the proposed extension of the Invincible Coal mine, now owned by the Manildra Group (Castlereagh
Coal). The extension is located within the former Coalpac expansion projects which were rejected by two
independent Planning Assessment Commissions (PACs) in 2013 and 2014. I strongly object to open-cut
mining being approved in this sensitive part of the Gardens of Stone when the 2014 Commission concluded
that “the highest and best use of the area is for conservation purposes”. The Commission should uphold its
previous decisions.
I object to the Invincible Extension Project (IEP) for the reasons set out below, in summary:
- The IEP ignores the importance of the pagoda land system and only refers to the pagodas. This serious
omission demonstrates no understanding of the conservation values of the western part of Ben Bullen State
Forest, as recognised by two PACs, Department of Planning and the Office of Environment.
- Both PACs recognised the area was part of the unique pagoda land system comprising the pagodas and cliffs,
steeps slopes and woodlands. The IEP is part of the woodlands adjoining the pagodas - an integral part of the
pagoda land system that supports the plants and animals
- The IEP would allow destructive open cut mining in part of the Gardens of Stone region. Twice the
independent Planning Assessment Commission (PAC) has comprehensively rejected open cut mining for parts
of this region, including the IEP land, finding that the area should have “the highest level of protection”.
- Once open cut mined, the land and its plants and animals are gone. The land cannot restore to its former values
and it cannot be rehabilitated
- Approval of the IEP will lead to applications for more open-cut mining in the pagoda land system.
Shoalhaven Coal, another company associated with the Manildra group, was granted two new exploration
licences around the mine in 2016 (Exploration Licences 8168 and 8169) covering 1368 hectares.
- The IEP would have a big permanent impact for a small amount of nut coal, the primary objective for the
modification.
- The IEP would add ugly open cut mining right beside the Castlereagh highway which is the main road to
Gardens of Stone area and the tourism destination of Mudgee area. This will make a particularly uninviting
impression on tourists to the area.
- DPE's recommendation to approve the IEP will endanger eight threatened species including allowing mining
of the habitat for the Squirrel glider and the broad-headed snake.

We call on the Planning and Assessment Commission to recognise the high conservation values of the Gardens
of Stone area and reject the Invincible Extension Project.
Yours Sincerely

Andrew Smith
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Dear Mr Forward
The Gardens of Stone area, near Lithgow, is an incredible landscape that has been in the making for 250 million
years. Home to fragile pagoda rock formations, ancient Aboriginal culture and rare and threatened plants and
animals, this area has been recognised for its international geological significance and fragile eco-systems.  
I object to the proposed extension of the Invincible Coal mine, now owned by the Manildra Group (Castlereagh
Coal). The extension is located within the former Coalpac expansion projects which were rejected by two
independent Planning Assessment Commissions (PACs) in 2013 and 2014. I strongly object to open-cut
mining being approved in this sensitive part of the Gardens of Stone when the 2014 Commission concluded
that “the highest and best use of the area is for conservation purposes”. The Commission should uphold its
previous decisions.
I object to the Invincible Extension Project (IEP) for the reasons set out below, in summary:
- The IEP ignores the importance of the pagoda land system and only refers to the pagodas. This serious
omission demonstrates no understanding of the conservation values of the western part of Ben Bullen State
Forest, as recognised by two PACs, Department of Planning and the Office of Environment.
- Both PACs recognised the area was part of the unique pagoda land system comprising the pagodas and cliffs,
steeps slopes and woodlands. The IEP is part of the woodlands adjoining the pagodas - an integral part of the
pagoda land system that supports the plants and animals
- The IEP would allow destructive open cut mining in part of the Gardens of Stone region. Twice the
independent Planning Assessment Commission (PAC) has comprehensively rejected open cut mining for parts
of this region, including the IEP land, finding that the area should have “the highest level of protection”.
- Once open cut mined, the land and its plants and animals are gone. The land cannot restore to its former values
and it cannot be rehabilitated
- Approval of the IEP will lead to applications for more open-cut mining in the pagoda land system.
Shoalhaven Coal, another company associated with the Manildra group, was granted two new exploration
licences around the mine in 2016 (Exploration Licences 8168 and 8169) covering 1368 hectares.
- The IEP would have a big permanent impact for a small amount of nut coal, the primary objective for the
modification.
- The IEP would add ugly open cut mining right beside the Castlereagh highway which is the main road to
Gardens of Stone area and the tourism destination of Mudgee area. This will make a particularly uninviting
impression on tourists to the area.
- DPE's recommendation to approve the IEP will endanger eight threatened species including allowing mining
of the habitat for the Squirrel glider and the broad-headed snake.

We call on the Planning and Assessment Commission to recognise the high conservation values of the Gardens
of Stone area and reject the Invincible Extension Project.
Yours Sincerely

Michelle de Mol
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Dear Mr Forward
The Gardens of Stone area, near Lithgow, is an incredible landscape that has been in the making for 250 million
years. Home to fragile pagoda rock formations, ancient Aboriginal culture and rare and threatened plants and
animals, this area has been recognised for its international geological significance and fragile eco-systems.  
I object to the proposed extension of the Invincible Coal mine, now owned by the Manildra Group (Castlereagh
Coal). The extension is located within the former Coalpac expansion projects which were rejected by two
independent Planning Assessment Commissions (PACs) in 2013 and 2014. I strongly object to open-cut
mining being approved in this sensitive part of the Gardens of Stone when the 2014 Commission concluded
that “the highest and best use of the area is for conservation purposes”. The Commission should uphold its
previous decisions.
I object to the Invincible Extension Project (IEP) for the reasons set out below, in summary:
- The IEP ignores the importance of the pagoda land system and only refers to the pagodas. This serious
omission demonstrates no understanding of the conservation values of the western part of Ben Bullen State
Forest, as recognised by two PACs, Department of Planning and the Office of Environment.
- Both PACs recognised the area was part of the unique pagoda land system comprising the pagodas and cliffs,
steeps slopes and woodlands. The IEP is part of the woodlands adjoining the pagodas - an integral part of the
pagoda land system that supports the plants and animals
- The IEP would allow destructive open cut mining in part of the Gardens of Stone region. Twice the
independent Planning Assessment Commission (PAC) has comprehensively rejected open cut mining for parts
of this region, including the IEP land, finding that the area should have “the highest level of protection”.
- Once open cut mined, the land and its plants and animals are gone. The land cannot restore to its former values
and it cannot be rehabilitated
- Approval of the IEP will lead to applications for more open-cut mining in the pagoda land system.
Shoalhaven Coal, another company associated with the Manildra group, was granted two new exploration
licences around the mine in 2016 (Exploration Licences 8168 and 8169) covering 1368 hectares.
- The IEP would have a big permanent impact for a small amount of nut coal, the primary objective for the
modification.
- The IEP would add ugly open cut mining right beside the Castlereagh highway which is the main road to
Gardens of Stone area and the tourism destination of Mudgee area. This will make a particularly uninviting
impression on tourists to the area.
- DPE's recommendation to approve the IEP will endanger eight threatened species including allowing mining
of the habitat for the Squirrel glider and the broad-headed snake.

We call on the Planning and Assessment Commission to recognise the high conservation values of the Gardens
of Stone area and reject the Invincible Extension Project.
Yours Sincerely
Clare Power

clare Power
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07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 3:41:27 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Charlton Brenton

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 15:40
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 3:31:56 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Niki Bignell

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 15:31
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 3:01:43 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal We must stop
destroying the beautiful places of the earth in exchange for money for rich
people.
Ellen O'Gallagher

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 15:01
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 2:57:11 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Pip Rasenberg

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 14:57

From:
To:
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 2:50:09 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
I would like to strongly oppose the proposal to allow an open cut mine in the
Gardens of Stone area of the outer Blue Mountains region. I grew up spending
much of my time hiking, rock climbing, canyoning in the Gardens of Stone area
and wider Blue Mountains. On each of these occasions I have found myself
completely in awe of the natural beauty of this area of New South Wales. I do
not believe that an open cut mine is an appropriate use for this area in any
way, shape or form. Further, any economic justification of a mine in this
region is significantly outweighed by the potential of this area to provide
jobs in tourism, conservation and other uses that maintain and conserve the
natural beauty of this place for future generations.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary

to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below
them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Please
refuse Manildra's proposed mine expansion and prevent further open-cut mining
in the Gardens of Stone region.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Ed Giles
Ed Giles

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 14:49
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 2:45:45 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.

The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Mr Ben Keyzer
Having visited this area a few times it'd be a shame to not be able to take
my grand kids one day.
Ben Keyzer

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 14:45
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 2:42:58 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Tony Coleing
Tony Coleing
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Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Su Rule
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Graeme Golding
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Nikki Jeffries
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Merilyn Cox
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
The only thing that has changed is that the impacts of climate change are
becoming more pronounced. There is growing awareness that thermal coal is the
least efficient form of energy generation.
Even the Big 4 Australian banks are clearly responding by reviewing coal
lending practices. Check out the Westpac change to their lending policies only lending for thermal coal for the top 15% of calorific value coal. This
would not include the Invincible deposit.
We just don't need this coal so why would you take the chance of destroying a
valuable part of Australia's natural heritage just to dig it up?!
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Gillian Reffell
Gillian Reffell
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
Thanks for the opportunity to comment
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Sylvia Florin
Sylvia Florin
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
NICOLE DUNCAN
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Helena Botros

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 13:49
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To:
Subject:
Date:

PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 1:49:06 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jodie Richards

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 13:48
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To:
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 1:35:32 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jaye Spence
Jaye Spence

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 13:34
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 1:24:07 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Helen Rochford

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 13:23
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 1:18:51 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Deidre McCallum

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 13:18
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 1:04:31 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Sylvia Enklaar

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 13:03
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 12:49:03 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Stacy Kirkby
Stacy Kirkby

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 12:48
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 12:49:01 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
A. Heinrich
Anne Heinrich

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 12:48
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Monday, 4 December 2017 12:28:38 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Catherine Mchugh

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 12:28
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Monday, 4 December 2017 12:26:33 PM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Trish Degnian
Trish Degnian
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
Regards
Michael Cook
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Cook
Michael Cook
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
You have to be kidding, you can’t seriously be contemplating destroying
this area.   protect the Gardens of Stone!
Yours sincerely,
Vivienne Newman
Vivienne Newman
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Roslyn Rowlands
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
Don't do it
Stephen Gibson
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely, Mr B I Galbraith
Bruce Galbraith
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Kerrie Chandler
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal. My husband and I
visited a few years back and have told countless people to do the same.
Taking away from the beautiful landscape would be taking away for the
generations to come and that would be a shame!
Yours sincerely,
Liz
Elizabeth Bridon
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jo Southern
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jeremy Douriaux

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 11:21
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jenni Clement

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 11:17
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely, Garry Calgaret
PS,
After seeing the film clip of this wonderful place, i was left in awe of the
shear beauty of the place. To let any company into this awesome environment
to mine would be a crime
Against humanity. This needs to be left alone for future generations to
admire and enjoy, not to mention that this is environmentally safer for the
future wellbeing of the human
Race and all living creatures if the coal is left in the ground.
There are too many coal mines in operation now we don’t need anymore, in
fact we should be closing them down.
There are many environmentally friendly options to generate power for our
needs than using coal. All Governments around the globe should be investing
and building the new technologies that are better for the future needs of
humans.
The future is depending on the right decisions being made, “Now not
Tomorrow!”

Garry Calgaret
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Glenda Kelly
Glenda Kelly
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Damian Cudmore
Damian Cudmore
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.

It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed

2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below
them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Pamela Brookes
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Kirry Toose
Kirry Toose
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
This area of unique beauty and biodiversity is irreplaceable and of national
significance.
Yours sincerely,
Rhonda Scoullar
Rhonda Scoullar
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Alice Lydall
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,

Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.

The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below
them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
I object to any mining projects that could in any way affect the Gardens of
Stone National Park. I have walked through this area many times and can
confirm that there are no places in the world that compare to this beautiful
and unique landscape.
Yours sincerely,
Bruce Latimer
Bruce Latimer
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my location and this submission. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely, andrew beer
Andrew Beer
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,

Melissa Ashcroft
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Coal is out of date and dangerous, causing damage to our planet and we should
be looking after our planet after all its the only one we have.
Yours sincerely,
Gail Jordan
Gail Jordan
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Cathy de Jong
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
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Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Ella Condon
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Ella Condon
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
Not Needed For Australia
Yours sincerely,
B.A.Satchell
Brad Satchell
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Christine Wrest-Smith

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 10:10
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 9:53:37 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Rina Hill

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:53
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Leonie Smith
Leonie Smith

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:44
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
This unique area must be protected from any mining activity. This includes
both the forest and the pagodas. It is time to recognise enormous tourism
potential of the Gardens of Stone instead of allowing it to be destroyed in
the interests of short term profit. There are more jobs and income for the
local area in tourism and renewables than will ever be through the dying
industry of coal mining.
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut

mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below
them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Bolotin

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:43
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Niamh Collins

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:31
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
We need to protect our natural wilderness for the plants, the animals, our
water and our air. We need to invest more in new technology such as renewable
energy.
Yours sincerely,
Julian
Julian Homewood
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Bastiaan van Dalen

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:23
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Betsy Faen
Betsy Faenb

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:22
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Laura Nolan
Laura Nolan
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Danielle Kind
Danielle Kind

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:19
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The further mining of coal is a short term solution to a problem which
already has far more sustainable solutions.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Madge Szoeke

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 09:15
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Lois Schmidt
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Liz Bird
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
John Scott
John Scott
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
John Scott
John Scott
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
John Scott
John Scott
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
Please consider the damage this will do on so many levels. Especially when
there are so many OTHER ALTERNATIVES.

The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Paige Livingston
Paige Livingston
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Meryl Joyce
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
wendy Fleming
wendy fleming
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Andrea Jones
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I am wholly opposed to coal mining and believe it to be both unnecessary,
uneconomical and very damaging to the environment. As a tax payer I only wish
my contributions to fund sustainable energy sources like solar, wind power
and wave power.
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland

is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below
them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Nicola Brand
Nicola Brand
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Paul Murphy
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Sue Trail
Sue Trail
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely, Kate Vivian .
A citizen concerned by the lack of true forward thinking and implementation,
from those in positions of power in planning, energy and environmental
management.

Kate Vivian
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jenny Schutz
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Trevillian
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Kim Gregory
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
Please don't destroy this beautiful place.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Patricia Brosnan
Patricia Brosnan
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Aaron Thorn
Aaron Thorn
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Annette Pringle
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Melissa Kinkead
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
I cannot understand why the Department would consider destroying an ancient
and irreplaceable landscape for the temporary needs of a dying industry. The
decision would be unfathomable within 10 years as the rest of the world moves
away from coal-fired power generation.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Mary Fien
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely, Lets be honest. It matters not how strict the so called
rules are all forms of mining will inevitably harm the environment and
mankind is not yet clever enough to fix it. Mankind does not need to ruin
another precious landscape as coal is no longer necessary for our progress as
a species. Let's leave old technologies in the past where they belong!
Jennifer Martin
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
As a visitor regularly to this beautiful area I am ashamed and shocked such a
destructive proposal could be considered. We are showing no care or
protection for the environment,
Yours sincerely,
Ann Harwood
Ann Harwood
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Attempts
to mine in and around the Gardens of Stone area have been rejected
previously; there is no new evidence that should allow this mining.

The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Chubb
Peter Chubb
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I'm writing to express my objections to the proposed modification of the
Invincible coal mine. Open-cut coal mining should not recommence in this
sensitive part of the Gardens of Stone region. In October 2014 the
Commission said that the “highest and best use of the area is for
conservation purposes” and that ruling is not changed by the Department of
Planning and Environment's (the Department's) recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. I urge you
to protect our precious Natural Heritage from this inappropriate land use.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Sophir Small
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Magdalena Toth

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 08:00
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To:
Subject:
Date:

PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 7:59:25 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Deanne White

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:59
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 7:57:22 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Alice Moffett

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:57
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 7:57:21 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Lucy Marshall

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:56
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PAC Enquiries Mailbox
Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 7:53:13 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Supporting the Department of Planning and Environment
recommendation - Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I support the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should be recommence in this area to create employment and
opportunity.
It is appropriate that the Commissioners provides its approval of this
modification.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) to
ensure environmental protection.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will support operations at
Manildra's Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will provide Job security
and opportunity which this community desperately needs.
Contrary to misconceptions put forward by opponents, the Ben Bullen pagoda
landscape and the beautiful pagoda’s will not be impacted by this proposal.
The Planning Assessment Commission must be objective and make their decision
based upon fact, not wild claims which are unsubstantiated by opponents and
scurilous.
Please provide consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification 5
confirming the applicants proposal and Department of Planning and
Environments report.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Julie Barry
Jenner Parade
Hamilton South New South Wales 2303
Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:53
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,peter n miller
peter Miller

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:51
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Monday, 4 December 2017 7:48:10 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Caroline van Duinen
Caroline Van Duinen

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:48
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Monday, 4 December 2017 7:46:57 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Richard Percival

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:46
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Submission opposing the Department of Planning and Environment"s assessment of Invincible Colliery
07_0127 Mod 5 (D490/17)
Monday, 4 December 2017 7:46:33 AM

Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Ginny Neighbour

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:46
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely, Gerard Harris
Gerard Harris
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jono Mansfield
Jono Mansfield
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Veronica Zeinstra
Veronica Zeinstra
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Heather Wallace
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Wendy Gerring
Wendy Gerring
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Andy Bambach
Andy Bambach
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Anthony Nightingale
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jonathan Grech
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Philippa Robinson
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Nugent

Monday, December 4, 2017 - 07:06
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Luke Hansen
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Jeff Irvine
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Yvonne Parker
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely, kris Heather
Kris Heather
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Brigitte Staples
Brigitte Staples
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Stan O'Connor
Stan O'Connor
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.

The destruction of Australia's natural heritage must not continuep
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Tracey
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Olivier Bruge
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Mr Paul Forward
Chairperson
Planning Assessment Commission
Level 3, 201 Elizabeth Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Mr Forward,
Submission Opposing the Department of Planning and Environment recommendation
- Invincible Extension Project 07_0127 MOD 5 (D490/17)
I object to the proposed modification of the Invincible coal mine. Open-cut
coal mining should not recommence in this sensitive part of the Gardens of
Stone region. In October 2014 the Commission said that the “highest and
best use of the area is for conservation purposes” and that ruling is not
changed by the Department of Planning and Environment's (the Department's)
recommendation.
It would be inappropriate to reverse the Commission's 2013 and 2014 decisions
that had rejected open-cut mining in this 50 hectare area, as well as other
areas of public forest. I strongly oppose this Department's recommendation to
expand the open-cut area and continue coal production for eight years. As
Commissioners' would appreciate, approval of this modification is likely to
lead to incremental mine development, and the Department of Planning and
Environment is opposed to a series of incremental increases in open-cut coal
mining in the Ben Bullen State Forest.
Manildra (Castlereagh Coal) has made the open-cut proposal small (50ha) while
at the same time it has applied for access to coal resources in 1,368
hectares around the proposed mine site. Manildra has been granted coal
exploration licences Nos. 8618 and 8619 over much of the Ben Bullen State
Forest that is of high conservation value. When the modification is read in
this context it is obvious that it is not a different proposal from the
proposals previously rejected for this mine site.
Coal from Manildra’s open-cut Invincible mine will be more expensive in
terms of overall costs, when the environment is taken into account, than coal
from existing operating mines that can meet the requirements of Manildra's
Bomaderry plant.
Approving Manildra’s 50 hectare open-cut proposal will impose adverse
environmental outcomes upon this outstanding natural area. The true cost of
damage to the natural environment cannot be compensated by offsets, contrary
to the assertions made by the Department.
The Ben Bullen pagoda landscape is unique, irreplaceable and covers a small
area of which the woodlands affected by the proposed Invincible open-cut
mining operation is a key part. The modification proposal is a key part of
the only area where grassy tableland woodlands adjoin pagodas. This woodland
is an integral part of this pagoda landscape and its loss will compromise
this beautiful pagoda landscape.
The Planning Assessment Commission correctly observed in 2012 and confirmed
2014 that the pagoda landscape consists of the pagodas and woodlands below

them. The pagoda rock features cannot be considered in isolation from the
surrounding woodlands that are proposed to be mined. The buffer debate was
part of the previous PAC review and determination that refused consent.
Further, ecosystems cannot be replanted after open-cut mining. The proposed
biodiversity offsets do not replace the unique Ben Bullen pagoda landscape.
The proposed offsets are irrelevant to conservation of this pagoda landscape.
Please uphold the previous decisions of the PAC. No new evidence or
Departmental analysis has come forward that could overturn the last PAC
determination. Refuse consent for the proposed Invincible mine, modification
5 as the applicant and Department of Planning and Environment have not
provided any basis to overturn the past decision regarding these matters.
The Commission may publish my name, location and this submission. Thank you
for the opportunity to comment on this mining proposal.
Yours sincerely,
Deborah Bell
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